
LISKEARD CIRCULAR 

For this new walk we met at the Leisure Centre on the outskirts of Liskeard in South-east Cornwall 

which is of course, beyond the boundaries of the Tamar Valley AONB. The closest we have ever 

walked to this historic market town previously was on Bodmin Moor which lies to its north so as we 

set off, I am sure everyone was wondering what lie ahead in the next couple of hours or so. As it 

transpired the beginning and the end of the walk was on roads so this is what tends to stick in the 

mind. 

First Rosy led us down a steep lane called Ventlooe Hill 

which is a typical deep Cornish lane bordered by mature 

trees such as Oak and Beech so it was quite an attractive 

place to walk with little traffic. This rounded bridge was 

situated at the bottom of the hill but the railway itself 

closed 200 years ago when the track was removed for the 

war effort.  

Continuing onwards 

the first stile of the 

day appeared on our 

left which held 

everyone up 

somewhat as it was scaled, but immediately Rosy could see that 

a field of waist-high barley faced us which had been planted 

right across the footpath! She had no choice but to trample 

some of it underfoot as she led us across in single file to reach a 

second stile on the far side. To my untrained eyes the barley we 

were now passing through, looked like it was suffering in the 

present drought whereas the second field seemed to contain 

nothing but weeds, predominantly Orache I believe, and 

another named Shepherd’s Purse. Today however the sun 

wasn’t beating down like it has over the last couple of weeks, but a layer of cloud covered us like a 

blanket resulting in the conditions becoming humid and sticky.  

Soon after passing through a small copse we reached the Treworgey Manor estate which now 

consists of holiday cottages but once these very old wrought iron gates led into the former grounds 

of the ancient manor of Treworgey whose original house was constructed in approximately 1598 in 



the reign of Henry VIII. It would have sat amid extensive 

moors with huge granite hills beyond and although the 

manor house burnt down long ago in a fire, the yew trees 

and the curious clock tower seen in this black & white 

picture are said to still remain to this day. The parched grass 

we now walked across to reach that woodland on the far side was alive with brown butterflies which 

took flight as we disturbed them.  Once through the woods it was time for a coffee stop on the edge 

of a field. We had come a long way so this was a 

welcome break and everyone enjoyed taking it easy for 

bit where I even lay prostrate on the ground until 

Marisa 

pointed a 

camera at me! 

 When we set 

off again with 

Maggie 

bringing up 

the rear for a change, I took a pic of her scaling yet another 

stile, but soon a small stream 

marred our way. While most 

people splashed their way across, 

Phil chose to tip-toe daintily 

through the water in a very lady-

like manner bringing a smile to our 

faces!  A second old railway bridge 

followed and soon the drone of 

traffic could be heard in the 

distance which grew louder as we 

approached the granite toll lodge 

on the estate’s boundary which 

dates to 1837. This now stands 

right alongside the A38 road with 

vehicles roaring past but despite its 

attractiveness, I wouldn’t like to live there! 

We walked alongside another road for quite a while as more traffic 

sped past us but we were all aware that to get back to the car park 

we still had a long way to go. First we scaled 42 wooden steps and 

then a dirt track, sweating buckets as we went higher and higher, 

the weather was just so sultry today. A long slog still lay ahead 

through the outskirts of the town to complete the circuit.  

Apparently we covered 5½ miles which took us three hours making 

it one of the longest walks to appear in the programme for ages. 



 


